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AIGO Development
• 8km x 8km AIGO site 70km north of Perth granted 1998.
• Construction begun 1999
• Roads, clean room laboratories, workshops, visitor

accommodation completed.
• Education and astronomy centre opened 2003.
• 80m High Optical Power interferometer test facility in

collaboration with LIGO.
• Facility designed for extension to long baseline Advanced

LIGO type detector.
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AIGO  Concept
• AIGO: I for International
• An Advanced detector built using maximum

know how, support and contribution from
northern hemisphere detectors and
international participants.

• A detector planned and advised
internationally.

• Best aspects of all detectors built to date,
combined with certain innovative features.

• A detector that will feed data directly into
the international data analysis grid.



Where is the best location?

- modeling by ACIGA ANU





• Western Australian Centre of Excellence for
Gravitational Astronomy 2005

• WA Government Steering Committee for AIGO
•  Project prospectus  completed 2006 (available

here)
• Initial costing and planning 2006 (LIGO support

through Adv LIGO review) May 2006.
• AIGO concept plan submitted to  Minister for

Science October 2006
• AIGO International Advisory Committee expected

to convene  July 2007 (assess draft proposal).

AIGO  Planning







Current status

•Substantial AIGO facility now in place.

•AIGO provides strong science benefits e.g. host galaxy localization

•5km baseline sensitive to inspirals in the range ~ 250Mpc

•Good progress in development of AIGO technology

•AIGO planning now underway

•Australian Consortium welcomes new partners in this project



How GW transients manifest in long data streams

Assumptions
Transient “events” are defined as cataclysmic astrophysical

phenomena where the peak emission duration is much less than
the observation time.

Supernovae (GW and EM) GW - milliseconds
GRBs (gamma rays) (seconds-minutes)
Double NS mergers (GW and EM) seconds-minutes
Stochastic GW background converges to single events

David Coward & Tania Regimbau, Detection regimes of the cosmological
gravitational wave background from astrophysical sources, New Astron.
Rev., v 50, n 6, p 461-7 (2006) (Review article)



PEH of Binary Black Hole mergers with Adv LIGO



PEH - rate of growth in PDF tail -
depends on volume and observation time



The PEH filter

The “probabilty event horizon” describes the temporal
evolution of “brightness” of transient events.



Time evolution of a GW background spectrum
composed of standard sirens



1. Estimate detectability of NS-NS mergers as a function
of observation time (modeling)

2. Constrain rate densities (post detection)

3. Probe the intermediate regime of the astrophysical
stochastic background (detection)

PEH applications



PEH as a detectability tool



 Least squares fitting to the
GW data for the suboptimum
case.

 The top panel shows the
log N- Log A fit – we dismiss
events below log(-21.55)
which are augmented by
noise transients.

The lower panel shows the
PEH fit.

Howell E, Coward D, Burman R and Blair D.G.,"Application of the Probability
Event Horizon filter to constrain the local rate density of binary black hole
inspirals with Advanced LIGO", (Accepted Feb 2007 ref. MN-06-1865-MJ.R1)



Current and Future work

PEH filter 100% more efficient than previous one.

Testing using Swift GRB redshift data to constrain
rate densities.

Test on simulated interferometer noise data to
characterize non-Gaussian transients.

Investigate if the PEH filter can extract the
signature of a GW background of transients in
long data streams.



Probing the intermediate detection regime
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